The following changes were made to improve clarity of the proposed Resolution's language, to improve consistent of usage of defined terms, and to correct drafting errors or inconsistencies.

**Section 5 - Definitions**
“Authorized collector” and “Potential authorized collector” definitions were modified to include law enforcement for purposes of this regulation, which allows simplified language to describe potential collectors and drop-off sites in Section 8. Corresponding changes were made to other definitions referencing “authorized collector” and to the language on collectors in Sections 8.A., 8.D., and 8.E. These language adjustments did not alter the entities that may choose to participate as authorized collectors in a stewardship plan.

“Chapter” definition added.

“Director” definition corrected to use term “Health Officer” throughout.

“Drop-off” site definition corrected to use “unwanted covered drugs” in both places.

“Producer” definition modified in subpart 3 to read “A drug wholesaler who is not also a the manufacturer” to clarify intent.

Corrected alphabetization of definitions by moving “Mail-back services”.

**Section 9 correction:**
In part C, corrected language to reflect potential of one or more approved stewardship plans. In part D, corrected the references to toll-free number and website to be singular, not plural, per requirement in Section 9. B. for coordination between multiple approved stewardship plans.

**Section 20:** Language refined for clarity.

**Nonsubstantive changes for consistent usage of terms, and to correct drafting errors or inconsistencies:**
The Sections list was removed as this was provided for explanation only in the First Reading Draft. There were no changes to the sections or order of the regulation.

Section 3 – Short Title. Phrase corrected to “Secure Medicine Return Regulations in Snohomish County” and the regulation assigned as Chapter 15 in the Snohomish Health District Sanitary Code.

Sections 5, 16.D., and 16.E. - Changed “wholesaler” to “drug wholesaler” for consistency with defined term.

Section 8A - the phrase “collection site” was changed to “drop-off site” which is defined.

Throughout: Corrected all use of days in time periods to standard format, e.g. thirty (30) days.

Corrected “state of Washington State Pharmacy Quality Assurance Commission”.

Corrected references to the Code of Federal Regulations to use citation style of U.S. Government Publishing Office, e.g. 21 CFR 1317.

Corrected capitalization inconsistencies and made grammatical corrections.